PROVISIONAL AGENDA

for the : 2411st meeting of THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (JUSTICE, HOME AFFAIRS AND CIVIL PROTECTION

Brussels, Thursday 28 February 2002

A. COUNCIL (28 February at 9.30 h)

1. The International Co-operation of the European Union against organised crime (OPEN DEBATE)

2. Adoption of the agenda
   doc. 6494/02 OJ/CONS 8 JAI 28

3. Approval of the list of A-points
   doc. 6495/02 PTS A 8

4. Draft Framework Decision on the execution in the European Union of orders freezing property or evidence (LA)
   doc. 6552/02 COPEN 17 + ADD 1

5. Relations with the United States of America
   doc. 6438/1/02 CATS 5 USA 4 REV 1
   6648/1/02 CATS 6 USA 7 REV 1
   RESTREINT

6. Green Paper on criminal law protection of the financial interests of the Community and the establishment of a European Prosecutor: presentation by the Commission
   doc. 5252/02 JAI 3 CRIMORG 4
7. Proposal for a comprehensive plan to combat illegal immigration and trafficking in human beings in the European Union
   docs 6621/1/02 JAI 30 FRONT 19 MIGR 10 VISA 29N REV 1
   14239/01 MIGR 92 VISA 135 FRONT 65

8. Report on the introduction of the euro - Police cooperation (Information point)
   doc. 6606/02 EUROPOL 11

9. European Police College (CEPOL) - Provisional management solution (*)
   docs 6605/02 ENFOPOL 32
   6603/02 ENFOPOL 31

10. Amendments to the Europol convention (LA)
    doc. 6579/1/02 EUROPOL 10 REV 1

11. Setting up an Air Marshal System in the European Union
    doc. 6391/02 JAI 26

12. A.O.B.

   *

   *

   *

B. MEETING WITH THE CANDIDATE COUNTRIES IN THE MARGINS OF THE COUNCIL (16 h 30):

1. Joint Declaration on drugs
   doc. 5128/2/02 CORDROGUE 7 REV 2

2. Recommendations and best practices. External borders control - removal and readmission
   doc. 5018/1/02 SCH-EVAL 1 COMIX 4 REV 1

3. Strengthening administrative and judicial capabilities

(LA) = legislative act
(*) = Item on which a vote may be requested